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Working Hard Every
Day to Bring You the
BestArboristProducts
in the Business!
Quality In, Quality Out
Over 40 years of manufacturing experience has taught
us a thing or two about consistently producing the finest products. It’s true that our craftsmanship must be
second to none. However, even more important are the
raw materials we use. They must be top-notch every
time, no excuses! That’s why we’ve searched the world
over to find the best leather, webbing, rubberized belting, rope and hardware for arborist products that provide
dependable performance when you’re in the field. Plus,
our craftspeople handle over 120,000 sides of leather
annually sourced from the most premier tanneries. From
choosing the right hide and cutting it efficiently to handcrafting it into a premium end product, we’re committed
to providing you with the ultimate climbing experience.

Attention to Detail
When you choose Weaver Arborist products,
you can count on well-made products designed
with details that make the difference. From
high-end saddles with premium features like
replaceable suspension bridges, leg straps
with memory foam, and batten seats to scabbards
with precision riveting, roomy cleanout holes,
and stitching with weather-resistant bonded
nylon thread, each product is packed with
details that set them apart in the industry.

Arborist Catalog Index
Positioning Saddles ..................... 2 - 14
Saddle & Belt Accessories ........ 15 - 17
Chain Saw Accessories...............18 - 20
Curved Scabbards ...................... 21 - 27
Straight Scabbards ............................28
Pole Saw Scabbards ..........................29
Throw Weights & Lines ............. 30 - 32
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Unprecedented Value

Climber Straps & Pads .............. 38 - 41

The best materials…the best designs…the best craftsmanship…it all translates into products that offer the
best value for your money. Competitively-priced for
attractive margins, Weaver Arborist products help
boost your bottom line while ensuring your customers
get well-made products that withstand the test of time
at prices that truly are an exceptional value.

Pruner Pouches & Axe Guards ...42 - 44

Fast, Accurate Shipping
Our dedicated shipping team ensures you get the products
you need when you need them. All in-stock orders are
shipped within 24 hours.

Effective Marketing Initiatives
From a national ad campaign in leading industry publications to an informative website, we are committed to
generating excitement and driving arborists to you
asking for quality Weaver Arborist products. Our
user-friendly website has over 1,000 hits a month...
the retailer locator is where you want to be!

Made by Weaver
Handcrafted in Mt. Hope, Ohio,
products with the Made by Weaver
symbol feature the finest materials, skilled
American workmanship and finishing touches
for years of dependable performance your
customers can count on. These in-demand, domestically-produced products offer short lead times, quick
turnarounds and increased turns. When you choose
Made by Weaver products, you can count on unparalleled quality that will have your customers coming
back again and again.
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POSITIONING SADDLES

Don’t Just Climb. Elevate.
Introducing Our Premium WLC-760 and WLC-790 Saddles

WLC-760

a black anodized finish are
lighter weight than steel

08-01095 Front View
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WLC-790

A - Forged aluminum dees with

B - Replaceable double rope suspension

08-01096 Front View

I

A

bridge is durably constructed from
Endura Braid™ rope from New England
Ropes that’s the preferred choice
of arborists and rock climbers

C - Diamond knot for elevated
performance and security

E
C

D - A white core makes wear readily visible

J

B
D

on this black and orange suspension bridge

E - Black anodized rigging plates offer the
flexibility of multiple attachment points

F - Leg straps feature secure, quick-connect
buckles for ease of use

F
Weaver Arborist Positioning Saddles should not be repaired
or altered in any way. Any repairs or alterations may
affect the reliability and performance of the saddle and are
prohibited. Weaver Arborist’s Warranty will be void on all
Weaver Positioning Saddles that have been repaired or altered.

Rear View

M
L

G - Enhanced extra wide back pad
extends further forward on hips for
added comfort and support
H - Saddle back features two rounded nylon
loops that are covered with clear rubber
tubes that help resist excess wear. Each
loop will hold 15 lbs. of accessories.

G

08-01095

I - Fixed position angled side dee rings allow
you to snap in with just one hand!

H

J - Spaces at each hip for
attachment of carabiner

K

F

G
08-01096
Rear View

M
L

H
H
K

K - Three dees for attachment of ditty bag
or first aid kit

L - Spaces at back for attachment of
carabiners to hold additional accessories
M - Features a training/rescue belay
loop on back. Not to be used as a
primary attachment point.
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POSITIONING SADDLES
08-01095
Front View

PRODUCT

WLC-760 Saddle
Setting the standard by which all industry saddles will be
compared, this premium saddle’s ultra-comfortable design
is packed with high-performing features
The preferred choice of arborists and rock climbers, the rope
that constructs our double rope suspension bridge offers the
perfect combination of durability and function.
Suspension bridge features a diamond knot at one end for
performance and security.
Suspension bridge is constructed with Endura Braid™ rope
from New England Ropes.
White core on the black and orange suspension bridge
makes wear readily visible at a glance, allowing for
additional wear inspection.
Lightweight black anodized rigging plates provide multiple
attachment points, giving added flexibility to arborists.
Enhanced extra wide back pad extends further forward on hips,
giving you amazing comfort and support.
The 4" wide leg pads and extra wide 7" back are constructed
from memory foam that conforms to the legs and back, reduces
pressure points, wicks away moisture and does not retain heat
for cool, comfortable performance.
Leg straps and bridge are replaceable.
Features adjustable accessory leg straps that keep your
memory foam leg pads positioned for maximum comfort.
Roller buckle at waist helps reduce wear to waist belt
and offers easy adjustment.
Two nylon utility straps with a chrome brass 200 snap and
a 2" nickel plated ring keep tools close at hand.
Dees at front and back offer easy attachment of suspenders
(08-98122, sold separately).
Spaces at each hip for the convenient attachment of carabiners.
Snap in with just one hand with the fixed position, angled
side dee rings!
Not to be used for fall arrest.
Weighs approximately 6.8 lbs. (medium size).
Available in extra small, small, medium, large and extra
large sizes.
Important: Only authorized replacement parts from Weaver
Arborist should be used on this saddle. The use of unauthorized
replacement parts will void Weaver Arborist’s Warranty.

08-01095
Rear View

08-01095
08-98140
08-98126

with Leg Straps featuring Memory Foam Pads
Replacement Double Rope Suspension Bridge
Replacement Leg Straps, One Pair

08-98140

08-98126
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POSITIONING SADDLES
08-01096
Front View

WLC-790 Saddle

PRODUCT

The best of the best, this premium saddle is designed for
unsurpassed comfort and performance with a batten seat
that’s perfect for arborists who are in the saddle for longer
periods of time
The preferred choice of arborists and rock climbers, the rope
that constructs our double rope suspension bridge offers the
perfect combination of durability and function.
Suspension bridge features a diamond knot at one end for
performance and security.
Suspension bridge is constructed with Endura Braid™ rope
from New England Ropes.
White core on the black and orange suspension bridge
makes wear readily visible at a glance, allowing for
additional wear inspection.
Lightweight black anodized rigging plates provide multiple
attachment points, giving added flexibility to arborists.
Enhanced extra wide back pad extends further forward on
hips, giving you amazing comfort and support.
The extra wide 7" back is constructed from memory foam
that conforms to the legs and back, reduces pressure points,
wicks away moisture and does not retain heat for cool,
comfortable performance.
The 4" wide batten seat is reinforced with an aluminum bar
covered in foam for extra support.
Batten seat and bridge are replaceable.
Features accessory batten seat straps that keep your batten
seat positioned for maximum comfort.
Roller buckle at waist helps reduce wear to waist belt and
offers easy adjustment.
Two nylon utility straps with a chrome brass 200 snap
and a 2" nickel plated ring keep tools close at hand.
Dees at front and back offer easy attachment of suspenders
(08-98122, sold separately).
Spaces at each hip for the convenient attachment of carabiners.
Snap in with just one hand with the fixed position, angled
side dee rings!
Not to be used for fall arrest.
Weighs approximately 8.2 lbs. (medium size).
Available in extra small, small, medium, large and
extra large sizes.
Important: Only authorized replacement parts from
Weaver Arborist should be used on this saddle. The use
of unauthorized replacement parts will void Weaver
Arborist’s Warranty.

08-01096
08-98140
08-98128

08-01096
Rear View

with Batten Seat
Replacement Double Rope Suspension Bridge
(see photo on page 4)
Replacement Batten Seat

Weaver Arborist Positioning Saddles should not be repaired
or altered in any way. Any repairs or alterations may
affect the reliability and performance of the saddle and are
prohibited. Weaver Arborist’s Warranty will be void on all
Weaver Positioning Saddles that have been repaired or altered.

We are deeply committed to the
excellence of our work and the
quality of our service and will go
to great lengths to keep you a
happy, satisfied Weaver customer.
At Weaver, we’re not satisfied unless
you are. For this reason, Weaver
provides both a warranty and
a hassle free returns policy.
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POSITIONING SADDLES
08-01085
Front View

WLC-700 Saddle
High-end styling combines comfortable leg straps with an
easy-to-inspect sewn webbing suspension bridge for a
saddle that meets the demands of the professional arborist
 Suspension bridge has a striped white and dark orange Spectra
fiber overlay for strength and abrasion resistance that
surrounds a black webbing core to provide for additional
wear inspection.
Enhanced extra wide back pad extends further forward on hips,
giving you amazing comfort and support.
The 4" wide leg pads and extra wide 7" back are constructed
from memory foam that conforms to the back, reduces
pressure points, wicks away moisture and does not retain heat
for cool, comfortable performance.
Leg straps and straps attached to bridge are adjustable to
provide a perfect fit.
Leg straps and suspension bridge are replaceable.
Adjustable accessory leg straps keep your memory foam leg
pads positioned for optimum comfort.
Replaceable sewn webbing suspension bridge features two
rubber bumpers and can be used with forged aluminum rings.
Buckle at waist features a roller for ease of use and to reduce
wear to waist belt.
Two nylon utility straps with a chrome brass 200 snap
and a 2" nickel plated ring keep tools close at hand.
Dees at front and back offer easy attachment of suspenders
(08-98122, sold separately).
Not to be used for fall arrest.
Weighs approximately 6.8 lbs. (medium size).
Available in extra small, small, medium, large and
extra large sizes.
Important: Only authorized replacement parts from Weaver
Arborist should be used on this saddle. The use of unauthorized
replacement parts will void Weaver Arborist’s Warranty.

08-01085
Rear View

08-01085
08-98135
08-98126

with Leg Straps featuring Memory Foam Pads
Replacement Sewn Webbing Suspension Bridge
Replacement Leg Straps, One Pair

Aluminum “O” Ring
This ring is for attachment to the suspension bridge
on our WLC-700 and WLC-730 Saddles and will
accommodate a carabiner

01041
08-98135

This forged aluminum ring has an overall diameter of 52 mm.
(approximately 2") and an inner diameter of 27 mm.
(approximately 1-3/32").
 Certified minimum breaking strength of 25 Kilonewtons (kN).

01041
Weaver Arborist Positioning Saddles should not be repaired
or altered in any way. Any repairs or alterations may
affect the reliability and performance of the saddle and are
prohibited. Weaver Arborist’s Warranty will be void on all
Weaver Positioning Saddles that have been repaired or altered.

08-98126
We are deeply committed to the
excellence of our work and the
quality of our service and will go
to great lengths to keep you a
happy, satisfied Weaver customer.
At Weaver, we’re not satisfied unless
you are. For this reason, Weaver
provides both a warranty and
a hassle free returns policy.
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08-01086
Front View

WLC-730 Saddle
With a sewn webbing suspension bridge for easier wear
inspections and a comfortable batten seat, this high-end
saddle offers all the features hard-working arborists
are looking for
Suspension bridge has a striped white and dark orange Spectra
fiber overlay for strength and abrasion resistance that
surrounds a black webbing core to provide for additional
wear inspection.
The 4" wide batten seat is reinforced with an aluminum bar
covered in foam that provides extra support.
Enhanced extra wide back pad extends further forward on hips,
giving you amazing comfort and support.
The extra wide 7" back is constructed from two layers of
memory foam that conform to the back, reduce pressure
points, wick away moisture and do not retain heat for cool,
comfortable performance.
Straps attached to bridge are adjustable to provide a
comfortable fit for a variety of body types.
Batten seat and suspension bridge are replaceable.
Adjustable accessory batten seat straps keep your batten seat
positioned for optimum comfort.
Replaceable sewn webbing suspension bridge features two
rubber bumpers and can be used with forged aluminum rings.
Buckle at waist features a roller for ease of use and to
reduce wear to waist belt.
Two nylon utility straps with a chrome brass 200 snap and
a 2" nickel plated ring keep tools close at hand.
Dees at front and back offer easy attachment of suspenders
(08-98122, sold separately).
Not to be used for fall arrest.
Weighs approximately 8.2 lbs. (medium size).
Available in extra small, small, medium, large and extra
large sizes.
 Important: Only authorized replacement parts from Weaver
Arborist should be used on this saddle. The use of unauthorized
replacement parts will void Weaver Arborist’s Warranty.

08-01086
08-98135
08-98128

08-01086
Rear View

with Batten Seat
Replacement Sewn Webbing Suspension Bridge
(see photo on page 6)
Replacement Batten Seat

08-98128
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POSITIONING SADDLES
Designed for the Ultimate
Climbing Experience! A

WLC-315
08-01035
A

is shown on page 11

B
C

B

Sized for Optimum Fit
We make it easy to get the right fit!
Our saddles are sized using a Dee to
Dee Measurement (Point A to Point B)
that ensures the dees are properly located
in front of the hipbones for better positioning
ability and added comfort while in the saddle.

Getting the Perfect Fit
1) Drop down approximately 4" from the top of each
hipbone and measure the distance around the back
from hipbone to hipbone using a tape measure.
Add 2" to this measurement. This is the Dee
to Dee Measurement. Please note: the added
2" will bring the dees in front of the hipbones
for better positioning. (See Figure 1)
2) Find the user’s Dee to Dee Measurement in
the chart below. The user’s correct positioning
saddle size is listed to the left of the proper
Dee to Dee Measurement.
Please remember to allow some room for adjustment
for use with summer and winter clothing.

Figure
1

This person wears a medium saddle.
His dee to dee measurement is 22"
(20" hipbone to hipbone plus 2").

Please refer
to this size chart
when ordering all
Weaver Leather
Positioning
Saddles.

Saddle Size

Dee to Dee
Measurement

Approximate
Waist Size

XSmall

18"

26" to 34"

Small
Medium
Large
XLarge

20"
22"
24"
26"

30" to 38"
32" to 40"
36" to 44"
40" to 48"

Tagged for Easy Inspection
All Weaver Arborist Positioning Saddles come with a plastic
recommended use, wear, warning and maintenance tag
riveted to the waist back. A leather manufacturer’s tag with
model number, size and date of manufacture is sewn to
the waist back. A removable laminated paper tag is also
attached to each saddle. This tag repeats the use, maintenance
and warning instructions of the plastic tag. It also has space
for recording dates of inspection and can be kept on file.
All Weaver Arborist Positioning Saddles are for positioning
and suspension use and not fall arrest.
8
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WLC-500 Saddle
Padded nylon leg straps and an extra wide back make this
saddle a comfortable choice

08-01032
Front View

Dees are made from forged aluminum with a black anodized
finish that’s lighter weight than steel.
Fixed position, angled side dee rings feature a two bar design
and offer easy access — you can snap in with just one hand!
Saddle back features two rounded nylon loops that are
covered with clear rubber tubes that help resist excess wear.
Each loop will hold up to 15 lbs.
Three additional dees located on the bottom of the waist back
for attachment of one of our ditty bag options or a first aid kit.
An extra wide 6" waist back provides cushioning and
back support.
The waist back is foam filled and lined with soft oil tanned top
grain steer hide leather.
Adjustable accessory leg straps keep your padded leg straps
positioned for optimum comfort.
Features a loop for holding carabiners and two nylon utility
straps with a chrome brass 200 snap and a 2" nickel plated
ring to keep tools handy.
Slip-on, foam filled, leather lined pads give the 2" nylon leg
straps extra comfort.
Not to be used for fall arrest.
Weighs approximately 6 lbs. (medium size).
Available in small, medium, large and extra large sizes.

08-01032

08-01032
Rear View

with Padded Nylon Leg Straps

Shoulder straps offer
hands-free carrying and
are angled for a better fit

Carry All the Necessities
Comfortably carry all the necessary
ary
dle
equipment from positioning saddle
nd
and helmet to hand saw, rope and
atile
accessories with our large, versatile
ee
All Purpose Gear Bag. Hands-free
ded
carrying is made easy with padded
shoulder straps and a cross chest strap. See page 37 for more
information about this bag that is an industry favorite.
™
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POSITIONING SADDLES
WLC-530

WLC-530 and WLC-560 Saddles

08-01036

One of our most comfortable saddle options,this saddle
easily maneuvers and comes with one or two floating dees

Front View

Features one
floating dee

08-01036
Rear View

Weaver Arborist Positioning
Saddles should not be repaired
or altered in any way. Any
repairs or alterations may
affect the reliability and
performance of the saddle
and are prohibited. Weaver
Arborist’s Warranty will be
void on all Weaver Positioning Saddles that have been
repaired or altered.

Floating dees provide more freedom of movement.
Two floating dee style is designed specifically for
split-tail climbing.
Dees are made from forged aluminum with a black anodized
finish that’s lighter weight than steel.
Fixed position, angled side dee rings feature a two bar design
and offer easy access — you can snap in with just one hand!
Saddle backs feature two rounded nylon loops that are covered
with clear rubber tubes that help resist excess wear. Each loop
will hold up to 15 lbs. of accessories.
Three additional dees are located at the bottom of the waist back
for attachment of one of our ditty bag options or a first aid kit.
Feature adjustable accessory leg straps that keep your padded
leg straps positioned for optimum comfort.
Front strap is reinforced with neoprene for extra durability.
Extra wide 6" rubberized belting back helps provide firm support.
Waist back is foam filled and lined with soft oil tanned top
grain steer hide leather for added comfort.
Features a loop for holding carabiners and two nylon utility
straps with a chrome brass 200 snap and a 2" nickel plated
ring keep to tools close at hand.
The 2" nylon leg straps feature slip-on, foam filled, leather
lined pads for extra comfort.
Dees at front and back offer easy attachment of suspenders
(08-98122, sold separately).
Not to be used for fall arrest.
Weigh approximately 6 lbs. (medium size).
Available in small, medium, large and extra large sizes.

08-01036
08-01038

WLC-560

WLC-530, One Floating Dee,
with Padded Nylon Leg Straps
WLC-560, Two Floating Dees,
with Padded Nylon Leg Straps

08-01038
Front View

Features two
floating dees
08-01038
Rear View

The Perfect Addition to
Your Climbing Gear
Available in standard or bullet
style, our Throw Weights feature
an aerodynamic design to increase
range of throw, Cordura® over a
latex pouch for environmental protection and
#8 shot that moves to help prevent the weights
from hanging up in tree branches. Learn more
about our Throw Weights on page 31.

10
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POSITIONING SADDLES
WLC-300 Saddle
Nylon leg straps and extra wide back provide
optimum comfort

08-01033
Front View

Dees are made from forged aluminum with a black anodized
finish that’s lighter weight than steel.
Fixed position, angled side dee rings feature a two bar design
and offer easy access — you can snap in with just one hand!
Saddle back features two rounded nylon loops that are covered
with clear rubber tubes that help resist excess wear. Each loop
will hold up to 15 lbs.
Three additional dees located on the bottom of the waist back
for attachment of one of our ditty bag options or a first aid kit.
Extra wide 6" waist back is foam filled and lined with soft oil
tanned top grain steer hide leather.
Features a loop for holding carabiners and two nylon utility
straps with a chrome brass 200 snap and a 2" nickel plated
ring to keep tools handy.
Seat strap and leg straps are also lined with soft oil tanned
top grain steer hide leather.
Not to be used for fall arrest.
Weighs approximately 6 lbs. (medium size).
Available in small, medium, large and extra large sizes.

08-01033

08-01033
Rear View

with 2" Nylon Leg Straps

WLC-315 Saddle
Extra wide back provides extra comfort and support
where it is needed most
Dees are made from forged aluminum with a black anodized
finish that’s lighter weight than steel.
Fixed position, angled side dee rings feature a two bar design
and offer easy access — you can snap in with just one hand!
Saddle back features two rounded nylon loops that are
covered with clear rubber tubes that help resist excess
wear. Each loop will hold up to 15 lbs. of accessories.
Leg straps help prevent slip-through and are made from
heavy-duty coated webbing that is pre-cut, pre-punched
and heat-sealed by the manufacturer to prevent fraying
and ensure a quality end product.
Three additional dees are located on the bottom of the waist
back for attachment of one of our ditty bag options or a
first aid kit.
The 6" wide waist back is foam filled and lined with soft oil
tanned top grain steer hide leather.
Seat strap floats on waist belt for easy positioning and
comfort and is lined with soft oil tanned top grain
steer hide leather.
Features a loop for holding carabiners and two nylon utility
straps with a chrome brass 200 snap and a 2" nickel plated
ring to keep tools handy.
Features dees at front and back for easy attachment
of suspenders (08-98122, sold separately).
Not to be used for fall arrest.
Weigh approximately 6 lbs. (medium size).
Available in small, medium, large and extra large sizes.

08-01035

08-01035
Front View

08-01035
Rear View

with 1" Heavy-Duty Coated Webbing Leg Straps
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POSITIONING SADDLES
WLC-330

WLC-330 and WLC-360 Saddles

08-01040

Offer freedom of movement with a choice of one
or two floating dees

Front View

Features one floating dee

08-01040
Rear View

Floating dees provide easy maneuverability.
Two floating dee style is perfect for split-tail climbing.
 Dees are made from forged aluminum with a black anodized
finish that’s lighter weight than steel.
 Fixed position, angled side dee rings feature a two bar design
and offer easy access — you can snap in with just one hand!
 Saddle backs feature two rounded nylon loops that are
covered with clear rubber tubes that help resist excess wear.
Each loop will hold up to 15 lbs. of accessories.
 Three additional dees located on the bottom of the waist back
for attachment of one of our ditty bag options or a first aid kit.
 Front strap is reinforced with neoprene for extra durability.
 Extra wide 6" waist back is foam filled and lined with soft oil
tanned top grain steer hide leather.
 Features a loop for holding carabiners and two nylon utility
straps with a chrome brass 200 snap and a 2" nickel plated
ring to keep tools close at hand.
 The 2" wide nylon leg straps are lined with soft oil tanned top
grain steer hide leather for extra comfort.
 The 08-01040 features dees at front and back for easy
attachment of suspenders (08-98122, sold separately).
Not to be used for fall arrest.
Weigh approximately 6 lbs. (medium size).
Available in small, medium, large and extra large sizes.

08-01040

WLC-330, One Floating Dee,
with 2" Nylon Leg Straps

08-01041

WLC-360, Two Floating Dees,
with 2" Nylon Leg Straps

WLC-360
08-01041
Front View

Features two floating dees

08-01041
Rear View

Recommended Additions
to Your Positioning Saddle
The following items will help
you personalize your saddle
to meet your specific needs.
Nylon Suspenders (08-98121) ........................... pg. 16
Elastic Suspenders (08-98122) .................. pg. 16
Ditty Bag (08-07133) ......................................... pg. 17
Ditty/First Aid Bag (08-07134) ........................... pg. 17
Blood Stopper (08-07168) ................................. pg. 17
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WLC-390 Saddle

08-01078
Front View

With a comfortable, extra wide back and a batten seat,
this saddle is ideal for arborists who are in the saddle
for long periods of time
Dees are made from forged aluminum with black anodized
finish that’s lighter weight than steel.
Fixed position, angled side dee rings feature a two bar design
and offer easy access — you can snap in with just one hand!
Saddle back features two rounded nylon loops that are covered
with clear rubber tubes that help resist excess wear. Each loop
will hold up to 15 lbs. of accessories.
Leg straps help prevent slip-through and are made from
heavy-duty coated webbing that is pre-cut, pre-punched and
heat-sealed by the manufacturer to prevent fraying and ensure
a quality end product.
Three additional dees are located on the bottom of the waist back
for attachment of one of our ditty bag options or a first aid kit.
The 4" wide batten seat is reinforced with an aluminum bar
covered in foam that provides extra support.
The 6" wide waist back is foam filled and lined with soft oil
tanned top grain steer hide leather.
Batten seat floats on waist belt for easy positioning and comfort.
Features adjustable accessory batten seat straps that keep your
batten seat properly positioned.
Features a loop for holding carabiners and two nylon utility
straps with a chrome brass 200 snap and a 2" nickel
plated ring to keep tools handy.
Not to be used for fall arrest.


  


 


 
large sizes.

08-01078

08-01078
Rear View

with Batten Seat

08-01005
Front View

WLC-100 Saddle
A simple choice with a popular four dee design for more
positioning options
Dees are made from forged aluminum with black anodized
finish that’s lighter weight than steel.
Fixed position, angled side dee rings feature a two bar design
and offer easy access — you can snap in with just one hand!
Three additional dees located on the bottom of the waist back
for attachment of one of our ditty bag options or a first aid kit.
Cotton webbing reinforced with nylon provides comfort
and strength.
Floating seat strap can easily be positioned for
maximum comfort.
Features a loop for holding carabiners and two nylon utility
straps with a chrome brass 200 snap and a 2" nickel plated
ring to keep tools handy.
Not to be used for fall arrest.
Weigh approximately 5 lbs. (medium size).
Available in small, medium, large and extra large sizes.

08-01005

08-01005
Rear View

without Leg Straps
Weaver Arborist Positioning Saddles should not be repaired
or altered in any way. Any repairs or alterations may
affect the reliability and performance of the saddle and are
prohibited. Weaver Arborist’s Warranty will be void on all
Weaver Positioning Saddles that have been repaired or altered.
™
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POSITIONING SADDLES
WLC-130 Saddle
Four dees offer more positioning options and help
add more stability
08-01010
Front View

08-01010
Rear View

Dees are made from forged aluminum with black anodized
finish that’s lighter weight than steel.
Fixed position, angled side dee rings feature a two bar design
and offer easy access — you can snap in with just one hand!
Saddle back features two rounded nylon loops that are
covered with clear rubber tubes that help resist excess wear.
Each loop will hold up to 15 lbs. of accessories.
Three additional dees located on the bottom of the waist back
for attachment of one of our ditty bag options or a first aid kit.
Heavy-duty coated webbing leg straps help prevent slip-through
and are pre-cut, pre-punched and heat-sealed by the
manufacturer to prevent fraying and ensure a quality end product.
Cotton webbing reinforced with nylon provides comfort
and strength.
Floating seat strap can easily be positioned for
maximum comfort.
Features a loop for holding carabiners and two nylon utility
straps with a chrome brass 200 snap and a 2" nickel plated
ring to keep tools handy.
Leg straps are lockstitched and riveted to seat strap.
Not to be used for fall arrest.
Weigh approximately 5 lbs. (medium size).
Available in small, medium, large and extra large sizes.

08-01010

with Heavy-Duty Coated Webbing Leg Straps

08-01034
Front View

WLC-160 Saddle
Constructed with four dees for extra stability

08-01034
Rear View

Weaver Arborist Positioning
Saddles should not be repaired
or altered in any way. Any
repairs or alterations may
affect the reliability and
performance of the saddle
and are prohibited. Weaver
Arborist’s Warranty will be void
on all Weaver Positioning
Saddles that have been
repaired or altered.
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Four dees provide greater positioning ability and stability.
Dees are made from forged aluminum with black anodized
finish that’s lighter weight than steel.
Fixed position, angled side dee rings feature a two bar design
and offer easy access — you can snap in with just one hand!
Saddle back features two rounded nylon loops that are covered
with clear rubber tubes that help resist excess wear. Each loop
will hold up to 15 lbs. of accessories.
Three additional dees located on the bottom of the waist back
for attachment of one of our ditty bag options or a first aid kit.
Cotton webbing for comfort combines with nylon
webbing for strength.
Features a loop for holding carabiners and two nylon utility
straps with a chrome brass 200 snap and a 2" nickel plated
ring to keep tools handy.
Floating seat strap can easily be positioned for
added comfort.
Nylon leg straps are 2" wide and lined with soft oil tanned
top grain steer hide leather.
Leg straps are sewn and riveted to the seat strap.
Not to be used for fall arrest.
Weighs approximately 5.5 lbs. (medium size).
Available in small, medium, large and extra large sizes.

08-01034

with 2" Nylon Leg Straps

™
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Nylon Suspenders
Removable, adjustable 2" nylon suspenders help distribute
the weight of saws, scabbards and other accessories

Attach to dees on select
Weaver positioning
saddles including 08-01035,
08-01036, 08-01038,
08-01040 08-01085,
08-01086, 08-01095,
and 08-01096.

Not to be used for fall arrest.
Feature nickel plated snaps and black plastic sliders
for convenient attachment and adjustment.

08-98121

Elastic Suspenders
Elastic webbing construction moves with you
for added comfort

08-98121

08-98122

Not intended for fall arrest.
Removable, adjustable 2" elastic webbing suspenders
offer extra give and help distribute the weight of
saws, scabbards and other saddle accessories.
Feature nickel plated snaps and black plastic sliders
for convenient attachment and adjustment.

08-98122

Tool Holsters
Slip onto belt to keep tools handy
Constructed of durable polypropylene with loop for attachment
to belt (the 08-97231also features slots to slide belt through).
Available in three styles: one that holds a chain saw file and
wrench, one that holds a wedge, wrench and chain saw file
and a heavy-duty style that holds two large wedges, one small
wedge, a wrench and a chain saw file.
Chain saw file and wrench style features a chap leather chain
saw file holder and a 2" wide pocket that holds a chain
saw wrench.
Wedge, wrench and chain saw file style features a 3" wide
pocket for a small or large wedge. Also has two chap leather
holders for a chain saw file and chain saw wrench.
Heavy-duty style has a 3-1/2" wide pocket that will hold two
large wedges and one small wedge, a 2" wide pocket that
holds a chain saw wrench and a chain saw file holder.
The 08-97230 and 08-97231 feature nickel plated rivets
and are 11-1/2" long.
The 08-97235 is 13" long.

Features slots
to slide your
belt through

08-97230

08-97235

08-97231

08-97230 Chain Saw File and Wrench, Red
08-97231 Wedge, Wrench and Chain Saw File, Red
08-97235 Heavy-Duty, Two Large Wedges, One
Small Wedge, Chain Saw File and
Wrench, Orange

08-98240

08-98241

Combination Accessory Tool Belt Loops
In adjustable and non-adjustable styles, these tool belt
loops keep tools close at hand and offer the flexibility of
both a ring and a snap

PRODUCT
PRODUCT

Available in Red or Blaze Orange
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 Double box-stitched 1" nylon webbing tool belt loop easily
slides or buckles over belt and features a 3-1/4" long chrome
brass 200 snap and a 2" nickel plated ring attached with 3/4"
nylon loops.
 Heat-sealed ends help prevent fraying.
 Adjustable option features a nickel plated slide buckle, making
it easy to get just the right length.
 Adjustable option is 12" long at its longest length;
non-adjustable option measures 10-1/4".
 Red or blaze orange.

08-98240 Adjustable
08-98241 Non-Adjustable

™
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BELT ACCESSORIES
S ADDLE
08-07168

08-07170

08-98200

Blood Stopper Dressing
Multipurpose wound and trauma dressing is a must-have addition
to our first aid bags
Non-stick, expandable pad provides wound or burn coverage.
Features an additional stretch gauze roll that can be used as a pressure bandage.
Can also be used as an arm sling.
Measures 3-1/2" x 5-1/2" folded and 9" x 5-1/2" open.

08-07168

Aerosol Can/Water Bottle Holder
Keeps can, water bottle or tape roll securely attached to belt loop

First Aid Bag
Keep first aid necessities close at hand with this
convenient first aid bag
Handy 1,000-denier polyester bag measures 4" W x 5-1/2" H x 1-1/2" D.
Attaches to middle back of saddle with a nickel plated snap.

Bright 1" fluorescent blaze orange nylon webbing secures around can or water
bottle and through tape roll with hook and loop closure.
Nickel plated bolt snap for attachment to a belt or other equipment.

08-98200

08-07170

08-07133

08-07134
rear view

Keeps your personal items and
first aid necessities in one place

Ditty Bag

Ditty/First Aid Bag

Handy design features an elastic top that stretches
for easy access

Convenient design features a roomy ditty bag with a compact first aid bag
attached to the front

Constructed from 630-denier nylon, this bag features three snaps on the back
for attachment to our positioning saddles or the saddle of your choice.
Elastic top provides easy and quick access to small tools, short throw lines, gloves
and personal items you’d like to keep close at hand.
Hole at bottom offers easy clean-out and is reinforced with a grommet.
Measures 9" W x 9" H x 5" D.

08-07133

The 630-denier black nylon ditty bag features three snaps on the back for
attachment to our positioning saddles or the saddle of your choice.
Elastic top provides easy access to small tools, short throw lines, gloves and
other personal items you’d like to keep close at hand.
Hole at bottom offers easy clean-out and is reinforced with a grommet.
The 1,000-denier red polyester first aid bag attached to the front features flaps
that help protect contents from the elements.
Measures 9" W x 9" H x 5" D with a 4" W x 5-1/2" H x 1-1/2" D first aid bag.

08-07134
™
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S ADDLE ACCESSORIES

CHAIN
SAW ACCESSORIES
S ADDLE
08-98212
10" with Ring

08-98211

08-98213

08-98222

15" with
225 Snap

13" with Ring

08-98219
49" with Ring
and 225 Snap

08-98221
47" with One Ring

08-98220
08-98214

49" with Two Rings

42"

Chain Saw Straps
Nylon straps with a half twist help keep
equipment hanging straight
Constructed of 1" wide double box-stitched nylon
webbing with heat-sealed ends to prevent fraying.
Available in four lengths (length includes hardware):
10" with ring, 13" with ring, 15" with 225 snap
and 42" with a 3" loop of webbing at each end.
Welded nickel plated rings are 2" in diameter.
Non-rust manganese bronze 225 snaps are
4-1/4" long.
Please specify color when ordering.

08-98212 10" with Ring, Red or Blaze Orange
08-98213 13" with Ring, Red or Blaze Orange
08-98211 15" with 225 Snap, Red
or Blaze Orange

08-98214 42", Blaze Orange

Loop End Adjustable
Chain Saw Strap
Customize with your favorite hardware
This nylon webbing strap easily adjusts by attaching
to saddle or belt with your choice of hardware.
Half twist in loop end helps keep equipment
hanging straight.
Double box-stitched for added strength.
Ends are heat-sealed to help prevent fraying.
Welded nickel plated ring is 2" in diameter.
Measures 3/4" x 50".
Blaze orange.

08-98222

Adjustable Chain Saw Straps
Convenient adjustable design is available
in three popular styles
These 1" wide double box-stitched nylon webbing
straps easily adjust by attaching the rings to a snap
on a saddle or belt.
Heat-sealed ends help prevent fraying.
A half twist in the loop end helps keep equipment
hanging straight.
Available in three styles: 49" (overall length including
hardware) with ring and 225 snap; 49" (overall
length including hardware) with two rings; and 47"
(overall length of strap) with one ring.
The 47" strap is ideal for use with a carabiner
(not included).
Welded nickel plated rings are 2" in diameter.
Non-rust manganese bronze 225 snap is 4-1/4" long.

08-98219 49" with Ring and 225 Snap,
Blaze Orange

08-98220 49" with Two Rings, Yellow
08-98221 47" with One Ring, Red
™
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CCESSORIES
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ACCESSORIES
S HAIN

Bungee Chain Saw Straps
Bungee design easily stretches when you’re using saw
and retracts when hanging close to your saddle or belt

08-98225
with Ring and
225 Snap

These 1-3/16" wide double box-stitched nylon webbing straps
with 1" elastic easily adjust by attaching the rings to a snap
on a saddle or belt.
Heat-sealed ends help prevent fraying.
A half twist in the loop end helps keep equipment
hanging straight.
The ring and 225 snap style is 30" at rest and 45-1/2" long
when fully extended.
The two ring style is 33-1/2" at rest and 48" long when
fully extended.
The one ring style is 31-1/2" at rest and 44" long when
fully extended.
Welded nickel plated rings are 2" in diameter. Non-rust
manganese bronze 225 snap is 4-1/4" long.
Not intended for breakaway.
Orange.

08-98226
with Two Rings

08-98227
with One Ring

08-98225 With Ring and 225 Snap
08-98226 With Two Rings
08-98227 With One Ring

Light-Duty Nylon Slings

08-98235

These nylon webbing slings come in three lengths
perfect for a variety of light-duty lifting tasks

Available in 30" , 40" or 62"

Constructed from durable, pliable 1" nylon webbing with
3-1/2" loops at each end.
Built with a 5 to 1 safety factor.
Have a 1,200 lb. rating for vertical lifting, a 2,400 lb. rating for
basket lifting and a 960 lb. rating for choke hold.
Available in 30", 40" or 62" length in blaze orange.
Please specify length when ordering.

08-98235 30", 40" or 62"

Loop Runners
Constructed of tubular nylon webbing, our loop
runners serve as medium-duty choker straps for
tree work and climbing
08-98230, 08-98231,
08-98232, 08-98233
and 08-98234
Red - Available in 12", 24",
30", 36" and 48" sizes
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Yellow - Available in 12",
30" and 48" sizes

Blue - Available in 24"
and 36" sizes

Orange - Available in 24",
36" and 48" sizes

Purple - Available
in 36" and 48" sizes

These lightweight loop runners are as strong and
durable as rope.
Circular construction distributes wear more evenly because
you’ll seldom clip into the same spot twice.
Use for speed line chokers, line redirections, miniature false
crotch support systems, a limb handle or providing a footstep
where none exists.
Safe working load information: 7,000 Ultimate Breaking
Strength (UBS), 1,400 Safe Working Load (SWL),
31 Kilonewtons (kN).
Available in 12", 24", 30", 36" or 48".

08-98230
08-98231
08-98232
08-98233
08-98234

12", Yellow or Red
24", Orange, Red or Blue
30", Yellow or Red
36", Orange, Red, Blue or Purple
48", Yellow, Orange,
Red or Purple
™
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SCABBARD
CHART
Protection for Saws

Protect valuable saws
and carry them conveniently
Weaver Leather scabbards are constructed
of quality materials. Our leather scabbards
are made from top grain steer hide harness
leather. This leather goes through a special
tanning process that makes it durable and
weather-resistant – a perfect leather for
scabbards. Rubberized belting scabbards
are also very durable and weather-resistant.
All scabbards are sewn with heavy weather
and mildew-resistant bonded nylon thread and
riveted at stress points. They are designed for
convenience and dependability.

Unique 3/8" nylon washer
at blade entry point helps
protect
pr
blade and scabbard
from excessive wear.

Weaver Item #

A typical Weaver Leather scabbard has a heavy harness leather welt along the outer edge of
either side between the front and back pieces of leather or belting. This welt is easy on the saw
teeth, acts as a spacer between the front and back, and prevents a saw from cutting the thread
along the sides of the scabbard.

Extended Scabbard Life
Nickel plated rivets secure the stress points at the bottom and sides of our scabbards. At the
top, 3/8" nylon washers are copper riveted between the front and back pieces on the edge of the
scabbard where the teeth rest. These washers help prevent cutting or tearing of the scabbard by
saw teeth when a saw is inserted or removed. That means longer life for the scabbard.

Convenient Carrying
Most scabbards have a nickel plated dee attached to a loop of durable harness leather that is
securely copper riveted to the back. Dees are 1" long on the straight edge and 1/2" across – big
enough to attach to a sturdy snap on a saddle or work belt so saws can be carried conveniently.

Dual Carrying Capacity
Many of our larger scabbards have a nickel plated snap securely attached to the front with a
harness leather loop and copper rivet. These snaps provide handy places to attach another
sheath, scabbard, tool pouch, etc.

Special Features
Extended cleanout openings maximize the life of saws by allowing sawdust and wood chips
to fall out. Look for the special features of individual scabbards on pages 23 - 29. We’ve
also noted the dimensions of each scabbard and the saws that will fit in each of them.

Description

Fits These (And Similar) Saws

Catalog Page #

08-02001/08-03001

Curved Saw Scabbard with Snap Hook, #25

Fanno #20; Corona #PS 4080; Bartlett Mfg. #127 - 22";
Bartlett Mfg. #127 - 24"; Bartlett Mfg. #124 - 24";
Seymour Smith #620

Page 23

08-02001/08-03001

Curved Saw Scabbard with Snap Hook, #27

Fanno #22; Fanno #24; Fanno #K-24; Fanno #FI-2200;
Corona® #RS 7160; Nicholson #14N;
Bartlett Mfg. #127 - 26"; Bartlett Mfg. #114 - 26";
Bartlett Mfg. #124 - 26"; Seymour Smith #624

Page 23

08-02004/08-03004

#1700 Saw Scabbard

Fanno #FI-1700; Ibuki 390

Page 24

08-02007/08-03007

#1700 Saw Scabbard with Pruner Pouch

Pouch holds a wide range of pruners;
See above for #1700 Saw Scabbard

Page 24

08-03051

330 mm Curved Saw Scabbard

Samurai; Silky Zubat

08-02008/08-03008

#14 Curved Saw Scabbard with
Straight Back, Snap and Belt Slots

Fanno #4; Fanno #14; Fanno #FI-1311; Corona #7010;
Corona® #7120; Corona® #7130

Page 25

08-02009/08-03009

#14 Curved Saw Scabbard with
Curved Back, Snap and Belt Slots

Fanno #4; Fanno #14; Fanno #FI-1311; Fanno #FI-K1500;
Corona® #7010; Corona® #7120; Corona® #7130

Page 25

08-03036

Silky Ibuki/Sugoi Saw Scabbard

Silky Ibuki #275-39; Silky Sugoi #390-36; Silky Sugoi #390-42

Page 25

08-03016

Leg Style #14 Curved Saw Scabbard

Fanno #4; Fanno #14; Fanno #FI-1311; Corona® #7010;
Corona® #7120; Corona® #7130

Page 26

08-02010/08-03010

#14 Curved Saw Scabbard with
Straight Back & Snap

Fanno #4; Fanno #14; Fanno #FI-1311; Corona® #7010;
Corona® #7120; Corona® #7130

Page 26

08-02011/08-03011

#14 Curved Saw Scabbard with
Curved Back and Snap

Fanno #4; Fanno #14; Fanno #FI-1311; Fanno #FI-K1500;
Corona® #7010; Corona® #7120; Corona® #7130

Page 26

08-02012/08-03012

#14 Curved Saw Scabbard with Straight Back
& Attached Pruner Pouch

Pouch holds a wide range of pruners; See above
for #14 Curved Saw Scabbard with Straight Back

Page 27

08-02013/08-03013

#14 Curved Saw Scabbard with Curved Back
& Attached Pruner Pouch

Pouch holds a wide range of pruners; See above
for #14 Curved Saw Scabbard with Curved Back

Page 27

08-03020

#12 Straight Saw Scabbard

Fanno #FI-1214; Felco #F-61

Page 28

08-03019

ARS Extra Wide Tricut Saw Scabbard

ARS Extra Wide Tricut Saw

Page 28

08-03023

Pole Saw Scabbard

Fanno #5s-B; Fanno #57s-B; Fanno #9s-B

Page 29

08-02025/08-03025

Pole Saw Scabbard

Fanno #FI-1125s-B; Seymour Smith #20-B; Bartlett Mfg. #4402

Page 29

08-03027

Pole Saw Scabbard

Fanno #FI-17s-B; ARS Super Turbocut CT-34
Hook Blade Saw with Pole Saw Handle

Page 29

®

Page 24
®

Corona® is a registered trademark of Corona Clipper.
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08-02001
#25 with
Snap Hook

URVEDAS
CABBARDS
CCESSORIES
SCADDLE

Curved Saw Scabbards
Durably-constructed scabbards hold a wide range
of larger saws
Crafted from top grain steer hide harness leather or black
rubberized belting with a snap hook.
A 3/8" nylon washer at blade entry point helps protect
stitching, welt and saw teeth from wear.
Dee on back for easy attachment to work belt or saddle.

08-02001
#27 with
Snap Hook

Handy, large openings on side and bottom for easy cleanout.
The #25 style will hold the Fanno #20, Corona® #PS 4080,
Bartlett Mfg. #127 (22" and 24") and Bartlett Mfg. #124 (24"),
Seymour Smith #620 and similar saws.
The #27 style will hold the Fanno #22, #24, #K-24 and
#FI-2200, Corona® #RS 7160, Nicholson #14N, Bartlett Mfg.
#127 (26"), #114 (26") and #124 (26"), Seymour Smith #624
and others.
Nickel plated snaps and dees.
Leather

08-03001

08-02001 #25 with Snap Hook
08-02001 #27 with Snap Hook

#25 with
Snap Hook

Rubberized Belting

08-03001 #25 with Snap Hook
08-03001 #27 with Snap Hook
Dimensions of 08-02001 and 08-03001

#25
#27

Top Width

Bottom Width

Front Length

Back Length

3-1/2"
4-1/4"

1-3/4"
2"

21-1/2"
24-3/4"

24"
27-3/4"

See below for how scabbards are measured.

08-03001
#27 with
Snap Hook

Scabbard
Dimensions

Top
Width

We’ve provided the measurements of
all scabbards in handy charts to help you
choose the correct scabbard.
TOP WIDTH
measures width of top opening
Back
Length
from nylon washer to welt or
from welt to welt
Front Length
BOTTOM WIDTH
measures width of bottom
opening from welt to welt
FRONT LENGTH
measures length from highest point
on top panel to rivets at bottom
of scabbard
BACK LENGTH
Bottom
measures length from highest point
Width
on back panel to rivets at bottom
of scabbard
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08-02004

#1700 Saw Scabbards
08-02007
with Pruner Pouch

08-03004

Fit the Fanno #FI-1700 Saw with Oversized Handle perfectly
Constructed from top grain steer hide harness leather
or black rubberized belting.
The optional pruner pouch fits pruners 8" and smaller and is
made from top grain steer hide harness leather on the leather
style and black top grain steer hide leather on the rubberized
belting style.
Each pruner pouch is securely lockstitched and riveted
separately and then attached to the scabbard by a copper
rivet at the top and a nickel plated rivet at the bottom.
A 3/8" nylon washer at blade entry point protects saw teeth
and scabbard from wear.
Convenient nickel plated dee on back for easy attachment
to a work belt or saddle.
Large openings on side and bottom for easy and
convenient cleanout.
Scabbards fit the Fanno #FI-1700, Ibuki 390 and similar saws
while the pruner pouch will hold a large range of pruners.

08-03007

Leather

with Pruner Pouch

08-02004
08-02007 with Attached Pruner Pouch
Rubberized Belting

08-03004
08-03007 with Attached Pruner Pouch
Dimensions of 08-02004, 08-02007, 08-03004 and 08-03007
Top Width

Bottom Width

Front Length

Back Length

2-3/4"

1-1/2"

14-3/4"

21"

Pruner Pouches are same as 08-97200 (fit 8" or smaller pruners)
on page 43.
See page 23 for how scabbards are measured.

08-03051

330 mm Curved Saw Scabbard
Designed to fit the Samurai and the Silky Zubat
Constructed from black rubberized belting.
Precisely and evenly lockstitched and riveted for durability.
A 3/8" nylon washer at blade entry point helps protect saw
and scabbard from wear.
Convenient nickel plated dee on back for attachment
to work belt or saddle.
Large openings on side and bottom for easy and
convenient cleanout.
Fits the Samurai and Silky Zubat.

08-03051
Dimensions of 08-03051
Top Width

Bottom Width

Front Length

Back Length

2-1/8"

1-3/4"

14-5/8"

18"

See page 23 for how scabbards are measured.
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CCESSORIES
SCADDLE
08-02008
Straight Back

#14 Curved Saw Scabbards
with Snaps and Belt Slots

08-02009
Curved Back

Perfect for ground workers, these scabbards feature
2" slots for quick and easy attachment to work belt
Convenient saw scabbards are available in top grain steer
hide harness leather or black rubberized belting with
straight or curved backs.
A handy snap on the front is perfect for attaching smaller tools.
A 3/8" nylon washer at blade entry point protects saw
and scabbard.
Attach to a belt snap with the dee that’s riveted to the top
or use the 2" slots to slip over a belt.
Convenient, large openings on side and bottom for
easy cleanout.
The scabbard with the straight back fits the Fanno #4,
#14 and #FI-1311 and Corona® #7010, #7120 and #7130
saws and the scabbard with the curved back fits all of the
above as well as the Fanno #FI-K1500.
Nickel plated snaps and dees.
Leather

08-03008
Straight Back

08-03009

08-02008 Straight Back
08-02009 Curved Back

Curved Back

Rubberized Belting

08-03008 Straight Back
08-03009 Curved Back
Dimensions of 08-02008, 08-02009, 08-03008 and 08-03009
Top Width

Bottom Width

Front Length

Back Length

2-1/4"

1"

14-1/2"

19"

See page 23 for how scabbards are measured.

Silky Ibuki/Sugoi Saw Scabbard

08-03036

Specially designed to fit Silky Ibuki (#275-39)
and Silky Sugoi (#390-36 and #390-42)
Constructed from black rubberized belting.
Nylon washer at blade entry point helps protect saw
and scabbard.
Nickel plated dee on the back for attachment to a belt snap.
Large opening on side for easy and convenient cleanout.

08-03036
Dimensions of 08-03036

Top Width

Bottom Width

Top Width

Bottom Width

Front Length

Back Length

2-1/4"

17-3/4"

25"

2-1/4"

See page 23 for how scabbards are measured.
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CURVED SCABBARDS
08-03016
08-030
0803016
030
16

Saw handle is secured with
webbing strap backed with
hook and loop closure

08-03016
Straight Back

Leg Style #14 Curved Saw Scabbards
Leg straps give these scabbards versatility, convenience
and comfort

Designed for attachment
to a positioning saddle

Convenient nickel
plated dee for attachment
to a positioning saddle
and a leather tab that
a work belt can be
run through

Constructed from black rubberized belting.
Lockstitched and riveted for durability.
A 3/8" nylon washer at blade entry point helps protect saw
and scabbard from wear.
Black 1" webbing leg straps feature ladder lock buckles
for a non-slip, secure fit.
A riveted burgundy latigo leather strap on the front of the
scabbard enables leg straps to be placed in just the right
position and provides added stability.
Webbing backed with hook and loop closure at top of
scabbard helps hold saw in place.
The back of the scabbard features a convenient nickel plated
dee for attachment to a positioning saddle and a leather tab
that a work belt can be run through.
Can also be positioned on the calf with the straps.
Large openings on side and bottom for easy cleanout.
Straight back style fits the Fanno #4, #14 and #FI-1311
and Corona® #7010, #7120 and #7130.

08-03016
08-02010
Straight Back

Dimensions of 08-03016
Top Width

Bottom Width

Front Length

Back Length

2-1/4"

1"

14-1/2"

19"

See page 23 for how scabbards are measured.

#14 Curved Saw Scabbards with Snaps
Handy snap on the front of these scabbards makes
attachment of additional tools easy and convenient
08-02011
Curved Back

08-03010
Straight Back

08-03011
Curved Back

Carefully handcrafted from top grain steer hide harness leather
or black rubberized belting, these scabbards are designed for
attachment to a positioning saddle.
Precisely and evenly lockstitched and riveted for
maximum durability.
A 3/8" nylon washer at blade entry point helps protect saw
and scabbard from wear.
Convenient dee on the back for easy attachment to work
belt or saddle.
Large openings on side and bottom for easy cleanout.
Available in a straight back style that fits the Fanno #4, #14
and #FI-1311 and Corona® #7010, #7120 and #7130 and
a curved back style that fits all of the above as well as the
Fanno #FI-K1500.
Nickel plated snaps and dees.
Leather

08-02010 Straight Back
08-02011 Curved Back
Rubberized Belting

08-03010 Straight Back
08-03011 Curved Back
Dimensions of 08-02010, 08-02011, 08-03010 and 08-03011
Top Width

Bottom Width

Front Length

Back Length

2-1/4"

1"

14-1/2"

19"

See page 23 for how scabbards are measured.
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CURVED SCABBARDS
08-02012
Straight Back

#14 Curved Saw Scabbards
with Attached Pruner Pouches
Popular #14 Curved Saw Scabbards feature pruner pouches
that hold a wide range of pruners 8" and smaller
Constructed from top grain steer hide harness leather
with a pruner pouch made from the same leather or
black rubberized belting with a black top grain steer
hide leather pruner pouch.
Pruner pouches are lockstitched and riveted separately
and then riveted to the scabbard.
A 3/8" nylon washer at blade entry point protects saw
and scabbard.
Convenient nickel plated dee on the back for attachment
to a belt snap.
Handy, large openings on side and bottom for easy cleanout.
The scabbard with the straight back fits the Fanno #4, #14
and #FI-1311 and Corona® #7010, #7120 and #7130 saws
and the scabbard with the curved back fits all the above as
well as the Fanno #FI-K1500.

08-02013
Curved Back

Leather

08-02012 Straight Back
08-02013 Curved Back
Rubberized Belting

08-03012

08-03012 Straight Back
08-03013 Curved Back

Straight Back

Dimensions of 08-02012, 08-02013, 08-03012 and 08-03013
Top Width

Bottom Width

Front Length

Back Length

2-1/4"

1"

14-1/2"

19"

Pruner Pouches are same as 08-97200 (fit 8" or smaller pruners)
on page 43.
See page 23 for how scabbards are measured.

08-03013
Curved Back
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S TRAIGHT SCABBARDS
#12 Straight Saw Scabbards
08-03020

Protect the teeth of smaller straight saws with these
quality-constructed scabbards
Constructed from lockstitched and riveted black
rubberized belting
A 3/8" nylon washer at blade entry point protects saw teeth
and scabbard from wear.
Attach to work belt or saddle quickly and easily with a nickel
plated dee on the back.
Large, convenient openings on side and bottom
for easy cleanout.
This scabbard will protect the Fanno #FI-1214, Felco #F-61
and similar straight saws.

08-03020
Dimensions of 08-03020
Top Width

Bottom Width

Front Length

Back Length

2"

1"

13-3/4"

19"

See page 23 for how scabbards are measured.

08-03019

ARS Extra Wide Tricut Saw Scabbard
Made especially for the ARS Extra Wide Tricut Saw
Made of dependable black rubberized belting that’s
lockstitched and riveted for years of service.
A 3/8" nylon washer at blade entry point helps protect saw
and scabbard.
Nickel plated dee on the back for easy attachment to a belt snap.
Large openings on side and bottom for easy cleanout.

08-03019
Dimensions of 08-03019
Top Width

Bottom Width

Front Length

Back Length

2-1/2"

1-3/4"

13"

19"

See page 23 for how scabbards are measured.

We are deeply committed to the
excellence of our work and the
quality of our service and will go
to great lengths to keep you a
happy, satisfied Weaver customer.
At Weaver, we’re not satisfied unless
you are. For this reason, Weaver
provides both a warranty and
a hassle free returns policy.
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POLE SAW SCABBARDS
Pole Saw Scabbards
Protect pole saw teeth with these strap-on scabbards
Constructed of lockstitched and riveted top grain steer hide
harness leather or black rubberized belting.
Nickel plated dee ring for securing scabbard to saddle, allowing
you to take a pole saw into a tree.
Scabbards secure to blade with a 5/8" wide strap (made from
top grain steer hide harness leather on the leather style and
black top grain steer hide leather on the belting styles).
Feature a clip and dee for easy attachment to saddle when
working above ground.
The 08-03023 fits the Fanno #5s-B, #57s-B and #9s-B and
features a 14" strap with eight hole adjustments (maximum
4" opening).
The 08-02025 and 08-03025 will accommodate the Fanno
#FI-1125s-B, Seymour Smith #20-B and Bartlett Mfg. #4402
and feature an 18" long strap with eight hole adjustments
(maximum 3-1/2" opening).
The 08-03027 fits the Fanno #FI-17s-B and ARS Super
Turbocut CT-34 Hook Blade Saw with Pole Saw Handle
and has a 14" long strap with eight hole adjustments
(maximum 3-1/2" opening).
Large openings on side and bottom for easy cleanout.

08-02025

Leather

08-02025
Rubberized Belting

08-03023
08-03025
08-03027
Dimensions of 08-03023, 08-02025, 08-03025 and 08-03027

08-03023
08-02025
08-03025
08-03027

Top Width

Bottom Width

Front Length

Back Length

3-1/4"
2-3/4"
2-3/4"
2-3/4"

1-1/4"
1-1/4"
1-1/4"
1-3/4"

19"
15-1/2"
15-1/2"
14-3/4"

19"
15-1/2"
15-1/2"
14-3/4"

08-03023

See below for how scabbards are measured.

Scabbard
Dimensions

08-03025
Top
Width

We’ve provided the measurements of
all scabbards in handy charts to help you
choose the correct scabbard.
TOP WIDTH
measures width of top opening
Back
Length
from nylon washer to welt or
from welt to welt
Front Length
BOTTOM WIDTH
measures width of bottom
opening from welt to welt
FRONT LENGTH
measures length from highest point
on top panel to rivets at bottom
of scabbard
BACK LENGTH
Bottom
measures length from highest point
Width
on back panel to rivets at bottom
of scabbard
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08-98318

THROW WEIGHTS

08-98322

12 oz.

8 oz.

08-98319
14 oz.

Black/
Blaze Orange

16 oz.

Red
Blaze
Orange

08-98323

12 oz.

Black/
Neon Green

Black/
Yellow

Neon
Green

Due to customer requests, these throw
weights have a large ring that will not
pass through ring-style cambium savers

Bottom loop for an accessory carabiner
offers easy rope attachment.

Throw Weights

Bullet Throw Weights

Size is
screen printed
onto weight
for easy
identification.

Sleek, aerodynamic design features contrasting colors that are easy to see

Aerodynamic design helps increase the range of the throw
The moving action of the #8 shot that fills these Cordura weights helps prevent
the weights from hanging up in tree branches.
The coated lead shot is contained in a latex pouch for environmental protection.
A 7/8" nickel plated ring for attachment of a rope or poly pilot line is box-stitched
to each weight.
Available in 12 oz., 14 oz. and 16 oz. sizes in bright, easy-to-spot red, blaze
orange or neon green.
Weight is screen printed on throw weight for easy identification.
Please specify throw weight color when ordering.
®

08-98318
08-98319
08-98320

08-98324

10 oz.

08-98320

12 oz.
14 oz.
16 oz.

The moving action of the #8 shot that fills these Cordura® weights helps prevent
the weights from hanging up in tree branches.
The coated lead shot is contained in a latex pouch for environmental protection.
Available in 8 oz., 10 oz. and 12 oz. sizes in black/blaze orange, black/neon green
or black/yellow.
A 7/8" welded nickel plated ring for attachment of a rope or poly pilot line is
box-stitched to each weight. These throw weights can also be made on a
contract basis with a 5/8" nickel plated dee. Generally, lead time is 3-4
weeks on contract items.
Please specify throw weight color when ordering.

08-98322
08-98323
08-98324

8 oz.
10 oz.
12 oz.

Throw Weight and Line Kits
Convenient, aerodynamic throw weight and lightweight
polyethylene line kits help position ropes perfectly
Kits include the throw weights described above and a
lightweight 150' 1/8" polyethylene line.
Lightweight line is great for positioning heavier ropes.
Throw weights are available in red, blaze orange or neon green.
 Please specify throw weight color when ordering.
Replacement polyethylene throw line is also available separately
and comes packaged with product information and barcode
on the label.

08-98327
08-98329
08-98025

12 oz. Kit
16 oz. Kit
150' Replacement Throw Line Only

08-98327
12 oz., Neon
Green

08-98327
12 oz., Neon Green

08-98329

08-98329

16 oz., Blaze Orange

16 oz., Red

Rope and Cambium Saver
Leather rope and cambium saver is a dependable and easy
way to protect your climbing rope and tree bark from damage
Protects climbing rope and
tree bark from damage

08-98400
™
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A bull rope and cambium
saver is available on a contract
basis with a minimum order of 25.
Generally, lead time is 3-4 weeks
on contract orders.

Leather is formed, sewn and riveted into a tube shape that’s
easy to feed the rope through.
Effective device is durable, lightweight and easy to use.
Easy to install and remove — simply pull end of rope to bring
device down from tree.
We suggest keeping this device installed on rope so it’s ready
every time the rope is used.
Applying talcum powder inside the channel helps reduce friction.
Accommodates lines 1/2" to 9/16" or 11 mm wide.

08-98400
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THROW LINES
08-98025
Replacement
Throw Line

Replacement Polyethylene Throw Line
Conveniently packaged in a bag with label that features
a product description and barcode
Lightweight design is ideal for positioning other ropes.
Features an 8 carrier diamond braid polyethylene cover over
a parallel polyethylene core.
Minimum tensile strength of 190 lbs.

08-98028
PRODUCT

08-98025

1/8" x 150'

Bull’s Eye™ Throw Line
Polyethylene and Dyneema® combine for added
strength and a slick design
Constructed from neon green polyethylene and white
Dyneema® in a striped design that offers high visibility.
Dyneema® core gives this throw line added strength.
Rot-resistant line has good memory for recoiling.
This 2.5 mm rope glides easily in the hands.
Average tensile strength of 450 lbs.
This is the same line featured in
our Throw Weight and Line Kits on
page 31

08-98028

2.5 mm x 180'

Dyneema® is a registered trademark of DSM Corp.

Jet Set Throw Line
08-98029

Durable coated polyethylene construction resists
abrasion and allows for a smooth glide

PRODUCT

08-98030
PRODUCT

Constructed from 100% pre-stretched ultra-high molecular
weight polyethylene (UHMWPE).
Coated 8-strand twill braid for abrasion and snagging
resistance and enhanced glide.
International safety orange is easily visible.
Popular among professionals.
Average tensile strength of 450 lbs.

08-98029

1.75 mm x 180'

Target Throw Line
Polyethylene provides a line that resists rotting
and is easy to see
Braided 100% polyethylene construction resists
abrasion and snagging.
Highly visible neon orange and yellow striped pattern.
Rot-resistant line.
Average tensile strength of 250 lbs.

08-98030

3.175 mm x 180'

We are deeply committed to the
excellence of our work and the
quality of our service and will go
to great lengths to keep you a
happy, satisfied Weaver customer.
At Weaver, we’re not satisfied unless
you are. For this reason, Weaver
provides both a warranty and
a hassle free returns policy.
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ROPE & GEAR BAGS
08-07152

Blue

Basic Rope Bags
Handy bags help keep rope coiled, tangle-free and protected
Exterior spiral
wire keeps bag
from collapsing
Red

Made from 1,200-denier polyester, these bags feature spiral
wire that’s attached to the exterior of the bag to help prevent
it from collapsing.
Feature webbing straps with quick-release buckles that can be
used to adjust height of bag or collapse bag when not in use.
A scissor snap offers easy attachment to belt.
 The convenient drawstring top closure provides quick
and easy access.
Measure 12" in diameter x 14" high and hold 150' of 1/2"
or 9/16" rope.
Red or blue.

08-07152

Webbing straps with
quick release buckles
keep bag collapsed
when not in use

08-07156
Polyester flap covers leather reinforced
grommet to keep weather out
Exterior spiral wire
keeps bag from
collapsing

Deluxe Rope Bag
Durably-constructed bag stands up on its own for
dependable performance

Quick-release
buckles keep bag
collapsed when not
in use

Perfect for storing lifeline ropes measuring 1/2" or 9/16" x
150', this bag is constructed of 1,200-denier polyester.
Designed with spiral wire attached to the exterior of the bag
to help prevent it from collapsing.
Handy quick-release buckles keep bag collapsed when
not in use.
A 1" ring offers easy attachment to a saddle.
Features two outside pockets with convenient snap closures
for storage of carabiners and other accessories.
Top of bag features a zippered closure and a grommet for
feeding rope through.
The grommet is reinforced with leather for extra durability
and is covered with a flap that keeps weather out.
Measures 11" in diameter x 15" high.
Red.

08-07156
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ROPE & GEAR BAGS
Rope Washing Bag

08-07135

Handy all mesh bag for use when washing your
climbing/lifeline ropes
Simply put rope in the bag, pull the drawstring tight,
and you’re ready to wash your rope with mild detergent
or dishwashing liquid.
Perfect to use when hand-washing and machine washing.
Measures 23" W x 27" H and accommodates 1/2" ropes
up to 200'.
Black.

08-07135

Stand up even when empty

08-07141
Large

08-07142
Medium

Throw Line Storage Bags
Conveniently store and protect throw lines and weights
08-07140

Constructed of 600-denier coated polyester, these bags
are available in small, medium and large sizes.
Small size holds 150', medium size holds 200' and large size
holds 250' of throw line.
Large bag features piping around the bottom to help it stand
up and maintain its shape and has an exterior handle for
comfortable carrying.
Convenient drawstring top closures for quick and easy access.
Feature interior nickel plated rings to tie ropes to and
exterior nickel plated rings for easy attachment to a work
belt, saddle or rope.
Small size (4" in diameter x 6" high) is red; medium size
(7" in diameter x 9" high) is blue; large size (8" in diameter
x 12" high) is orange.

Small

Orange

08-07140
08-07142
08-07141

Small
Medium
Large

Red

Blue

Throw Line Bucket Bag
Unique bag features separators that allow you to store
and protect multiple throw lines and weights in one bag
Constructed from 1,200-denier polyester, this bag will hold
four various-sized bags and throw lines.
Rain shield is generously-sized and features a convenient
drawstring closure for easy access.
Handy separators are included to ensure lines will
not get tangled.
Multiple inside pouches with hook and loop closures for
easy storage of throw weights.
Interior features four floating dees to help manage
the line ends.
Two handy external pockets offer added storage options.
One external pocket has a clear pocket for easy labeling.
Measures 12" in diameter x 8" high.
Red.

08-07165
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08-07165

One bag keeps
multiple throw lines
and weights organized
and protected
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ROPE & GEAR BAGS
08-07190

Throw Line Storage Cube
Organize and store throw lines and weights with this
roomy cube that folds down to a compact triangle
Durably constructed cube offers plenty of storage with
a roomy outside pocket and two smaller interior pockets.
Great for both aerial and ground people.
End of throw line secures with a hook and loop strap
and dee ring.
Cube measures 16-1/2" and collapses to a small triangle
that is secured with a hook and loop strap.

08-07190
Collapses to a
compact triangle
for easy storage

08-07161
Exterior spiral
wire keeps bag
from collapsing

Bull Rope Deployment Bag
Durably-constructed bag stands up on its own, yet is
flexible enough to collapse for convenient storage
Constructed from 1,200-denier polyester, this bag is ideal
for storing a 5/8" x 200' lowering line.
Designed with spiral wire attached to the exterior to help
prevent the bag from collapsing when rope is fed into it.
Quick-release buckles keep bag collapsed when not in use.
Convenient drawstring top closure for quick and easy access.
A padded shoulder strap for easy and comfortable carrying.
Two roomy outside pockets for handy storage of block
and rope.
Measures 15" in diameter x 18" high.
Blue.

Quick-release buckles
keep bag collapsed
when not in use

08-07161

08-07180
Shoulder straps
offer handsfree carrying

Back Pack Rope Bag
This handy bag is durably-constructed and easy
to take to the work site
Constructed of 1,200-denier polyester, this bag is perfect
for storing 150' of 1/2" or 9/16" rope.
Back pack rope bag features padded shoulder straps for
comfortable hands-free carrying.
A cross strap with a quick-release buckle attaches to two
shoulder straps across the chest for added stability.
Features two roomy outside pockets for added storage
Convenient drawstring top closure for quick and easy access.
Measures 12" in diameter x 14" high.
Red.

08-07180
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ROPE & GEAR BAGS
08-07185

All Purpose Gear Bag
This large, versatile bag allows you to comfortably
carry all necessary equipment
This convenient 1,200-denier polyester bag allows you
to carry your positioning saddle, helmet, hand saw, rope
and all accessories.
A zipper down the side of the bag allows easy access
to your equipment.
A roomy, zippered outside compartment measures
13" W x 21" H x 2" D and offers added storage.
A hand saw pouch measuring 5" W x 13" H x 2" D keeps your
saw away from your climbing rope and features a hook
and loop closure.
Designed with mesh for breathability.
Padded shoulder straps offer comfortable hands-free carrying
and are angled for a better fit.
A cross strap with a quick-release buckle attaches to two
shoulder straps across the chest for added stability.
Padded for comfort to back.
Measures 15" in diameter x 29" high.
Blue.

Shoulder straps offer hands-free
carrying and are angled for a better fit

08-07185

08-07000

Arborist Doctor-Style Tool Bags
With a roomy, doctor-style design, these bags feature a hard
plastic bottom to help protect contents from mud and water

Padded shoulder
strap for comfortable
carrying

As a result of rigorous field testing, we have designed these
bags to perform above and beyond all others!
Available in durable canvas or water-resistant, 1,000-denier
polyester with a PVC coating, these bags have hinged mouths
that open wide for easy access to the contents.
Hard plastic bottom protects contents and helps prevent
punctures from tools.
Hinges feature rivets for added durability.
Feature hook and loop closures at top for easy in and out,
reinforced adjustable leather straps for added security and
a rain shield cover for protection from the elements.
Feature two 18" W x 12" H x 4" D side pockets with hook
and loop closures.
Elastic daisy chain in one side pocket securely
stores carabiners.
Feature webbing handles and an adjustable shoulder strap
with pad for added comfort.
Rings for attachment of shoulder strap are reinforced with
webbing for durable performance.
Main compartment measures 23" W x 19" H x 11" D.

08-07000
08-07001

08-07001

Canvas, Natural
Polyester, Yellow
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Hard plastic bottom
protects contents and
helps prevent punctures
from tools
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CLIMBER STRAPS

#85 Upper Climber Straps
Latigo leather straps are pliable and comfortable
Constructed of 1" wide pliable yellow top
grain latigo steer hide leather that’s riveted
for extra strength.
Roller buckles and leather wear pads
reduce abrasions.
Ten oblong holes for size adjustment.
Overall lengths of straps are 23" and 26".
Nickel plated hardware.
Sold in pairs.

08-97001

08-97001 26"

Upper Climber Straps
Heavy-duty coated webbing offers the perfect combination
of durability and comfort
Riveted 1" heavy-duty coated webbing straps are extremely durable.
Straps are pre-cut, pre-punched and heat-sealed by the
manufacturer to prevent fraying and ensure a quality end product.
Neoprene version is available on a contract basis with a minimum
order of 50 pairs. Generally, lead time is 3-4 weeks
on contract items.
Roller buckles and top grain yellow latigo steer hide leather
wear pads resist abrasion.
 Fourteen holes for perfect adjustment.
Overall lengths of straps are 23", 26" and 28".
Nickel plated hardware.
Sold in pairs.

08-98001

08-98001 23"
08-98001 26"
08-98001 28"

Split Ring Lower Climber Straps
Long-lasting, durable heavy-duty coated webbing
offers extra comfort to the user

08-98050

These 1" wide heavy-duty coated webbing straps are riveted
with nickel plated rivets.
Straps are pre-cut, pre-punched and heat-sealed by the
manufacturer to prevent fraying and ensure a quality end product.
Neoprene version is available on a contract basis with a
minimum order of 50 pairs. Generally, lead time is 3-4 weeks
on contract items.
Yellow top grain latigo steer hide leather wear pads and roller
buckles help extend the life of straps by reducing abrasion.
Fourteen buckle holes for size adjustment.
Overall length of strap is 26".
Nickel plated hardware.
Sold in pairs.

08-98050 26"

Split Ring Lower Climber Straps
08-97050

Split rings allow for greater flexibility in wrapping
straps around leg
Yellow top grain latigo steer hide leather straps are 1" wide.
Roller buckles and yellow top grain latigo steer hide leather
pads help reduce wear.
Ten oblong buckle holes allow buckle to lie flat and out
of the way.
Overall length of strap is 26".
Nickel plated hardware.
Sold in pairs.
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08-97050 26"
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CLIMBER PADS
08-97157
08-97156

T-Shaped Climber Pads with Felt Liner

Super Climber Pads

No tabs — these pads thread onto straps and climber shank for extra stability

Extra large design that distributes pressure more evenly for added comfort

Pliable burgundy top grain latigo steer hide leather is lockstitched and riveted
to soft brown oil tanned top grain steer hide leather to form a tunnel for the
climber shank.
Climber straps can be fed through 1" slots to help keep pads in place.
Comfortable 1/2" thick felt is securely lockstitched and riveted to the soft brown
oil tanned top grain steer hide leather to cushion the leg.
Nickel plated rivets.
Sold in pairs.

Constructed of durable, weather-resistant top grain steer hide harness leather
lined with 1/2" black felt.
Felt liner and smoothed leather edges help prevent rubbing and chafing.
Lockstitched for long-lasting, dependable use.
Measuring an extra large 9" x 12", these pads evenly distribute pressure over
calf for comfort.
A tunnel for the climber shank and 1-1/4" slots for climber straps help hold
pad in place.
Requires two 26" climber straps to secure pad and climber shank to leg.
Nickel plated rivets.
Sold in pairs.

08-97156

08-97157

08-97158

08-97159

#130 L-Shaped Climber Pads

#145 Climber Pads

Provide foam-cushioned comfort for the back of leg and calf

No-tab slotted design with tunnel for climber shaft helps keep these
foam-filled pads in place

Soft 1" thick foam liner is layered between an outer layer of yellow top grain latigo
steer hide leather and an inner layer of soft brown oil tanned top grain steer hide
leather to provide extra comfort and protection to the back of leg and calf.
Securely lockstitched for durability.
Sold in pairs.

08-97158
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Design threads onto straps and climber shank.
Soft 1" thick foam liner is layered between soft brown oil tanned top grain steer
hide leather on the inside and pliable yellow top grain latigo steer hide leather on
the outside to make these very comfortable climber pads.
Nickel plated rivets.
Sold in pairs.

08-97159
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CLIMBER PADS
08-97160

08-97145

08-97161

08-97155

Steel Support Pads

Shin Cup Pads

Metal insert provides added support and helps
ensure proper climber shank position

Constructed from durable burgundy latigo leather with a 3/4" thick black
felt lining for added comfort and to prevent chafing

Sunset harness leather construction with an English toast suede lining
for no-slip comfort.
Wrap around calf with a 4" wide hook and loop strap that offers a perfect fit
and distributes pressure evenly.
Climber shank runs through angled bracket and leather tunnel and secures with
a brown Brahma Webb® strap.
Sold per pair. Climbers and climber straps not included.
Available in two metal bracket options to fit a variety of industry climbers.
Stamped with item number for easy identification.

08-97145
08-97155

Fits securely on calf with a built-in metal brace that provides added support
and helps ensure proper climber shank position.
Heavy-duty metal bracket helps keep climber shank in postion.
Sold per pair. Climbers and climber straps not included.
Available in two metal bracket options to fit a variety of industry climbers.

08-97160
08-97161

Fits Buckingham and Bashlin Climbers
Fits Climb Right and Klein Climbers

Fits Climb Right and Klein Climbers
Fits Buckingham and Bashlin Climbers

Easily slides
on leg straps
or climber
shanks for
extra comfort

08-98100
08-97100

Gaff Guards
Hook and loop straps for easy on
and off and a precise fit
Pliable yellow top grain latigo steer hide
leather is sewn and riveted to form
these gaff guards.
Hook and loop straps are riveted on.
Nickel plated rivets.
Sold in pairs.
One size fits all.

08-97100

Gaff guards
help prevent
injuries and
keep gaffs sharp

Padded Covers
These covers slide over 1" wide
leg straps or over climber shanks
for extra comfort
 Made from 1/2" thick foam padding
layered between 2" wide heavy red
webbing and a soft brown oil tanned
top grain steer hide leather liner.
Two webbing loops help secure
these covers to saddle leg straps
or climber shanks and allow for
versatile positioning.
Measure 2" x 8".
Sold per pair.

08-98100
™
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Shaped Pruner Pouch

PRUNER POUCHES

08-97200

Versatile pouch keeps small tools handy
Lockstitched and riveted natural top grain steer hide leather
pouch with 5-3/4" pocket holds a variety of pruners
or pliers 8" or smaller
Attaches to belt with a 2" clip or belt can be slipped through 2" slots.

08-97202
Available in two sizes,
Fits 8" or Smaller Pruners
or Fits 9" Pruners

08-97200

08-97202
Fits 9" Pruners,
with Knife Pouch

Pistol Type Pruner Pouches
Hold hand pruners snugly in place without snaps or straps
Lockstitched and riveted soft brown oil tanned top grain steer
hide leather construction.
The pouches that fit 8" or smaller pruners have a 5" deep
pocket and the pouch that fits 9" pruners has a 6" deep pocket.
The pouch that fits 9" pruners has an optional 3" knife pouch.
Belt loop snaps over belts up to 2" wide.
Nickel plated hardware.

08-97202 Fits 8" or Smaller Pruners
08-97202 Fits 9" Pruners
08-97202 Fits 9" Pruners, with Knife Pouch

ARS Folding Saw Pouches

08-02015
without
Pruner Pouch

Accommodate ARS and other 7"-10" folding saws
Available with or without a pruner pouch.
Feature a pliable, 3-1/4" x 7" soft oil tanned top grain steer hide
leather front that holds folding saw inside scabbard.
Lockstitched and riveted for added strength.
The 12-1/4" natural top grain steer hide leather back has a 2" clip
for quick attachment to work belt or 2" slots to slide belt through.
Nickel plated hardware.
Pouch is 7" deep and will fit the ARS Folding Saw, Fanno
Gardener, #2A and #2 Sportsman and FI-106, Corona®
#PS 4040 and #RS 7040 and other saws 7" to 10" long
when folded. Optional pruner pouch will accommodate
standard Corona® and Felco pruners.

08-02018
with Pruner Pouch

08-97220

08-02015 without Pruner Pouch
08-02018 with Pruner Pouch

Fits 8" or
Smaller Pruners

Shaped Pruner Pouches
with Shaped Knife Pouches
Versatile, dual-purpose cases hold a variety of pruners,
knives and other tools
Constructed from shaped, lockstitched and riveted natural top
grain steer hide leather.
The pouch that fits 8" or smaller pruners has a 5-3/4" deep
pocket while the pouch that fits 9" pruners has a 7" deep
pocket. Knife pouches on both sizes measure 6-1/4" deep.
Knife pouch is riveted to pruner pouch and conveniently holds
pocket knives or small folding knives.
Knife pouch has a nickel plated snap-close flap that keeps
knife in place.
Feature 2" belt slots and a 2" belt clip.
Nickel plated hardware.

08-97220
Fits 9" Pruners

08-97221

08-97220 Fits 8" or Smaller Pruners
08-97220 Fits 9" Pruners

Cone-Shaped Pruner Pouch
Cone-shaped design offers quick and easy access
Constructed from natural top grain steer hide leather with
a 2" belt clip for attachment to a belt.
Measures 6-1/4" high to accommodate most pruners.

08-97221
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AXE GUARDS
08-02041

One-Piece Single Bit Axe Guard
Helps protect axe blades and keep them sharp

08-02043

Durable natural top grain steer hide leather guard is
lockstitched and riveted.
Features a 5/8" x 16" long strap with eight hole adjustments
that buckles around axe handle.
Guard has a 5/8" welt all around and fits blade edges up
to 5-3/8" long.
Nickel plated hardware.

08-02041

Full Length Double Bit Axe Guard
Snap open top makes this guard especially handy
Weather-resistant top grain steer hide harness leather guard
slips over a double bit axe and easily snaps closed.
Lockstitched and riveted for extra durability.
Measures 10" wide x 5-1/4" deep.
 Nickel plated hardware.

08-02043
08-02044

Two-Piece Pulaski Axe Guard
Adjustable length guard helps prevent damage
to a Pulaski axe
Natural top grain steer hide leather guard is sewn and riveted
for durability and features a 5/8" wide welt.
A 5/8" x 8" strap has eight holes for length adjustment and
adjusts to a maximum of 19".
Curved pouch measures 5" on bit edge x 6" wide. Flat pouch
is 3-1/2" deep x 4-1/2" wide.
Nickel plated hardware.

08-02044
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When Safety
Matters Most...

Actual positioning
saddle after
the accident

In March of 2013, John Mast of Ohio,
hio,
an experienced tree climber for
for Kidron Tree Service, LLC,
was approximately 35-37
feet up in a tree and cutting
a branch at 40-42 feet. Little
did he know upon climbing the
on
tree that there was a rotten portion
about four feet from the ground.
When John lopped off the branch, the back
ten portion and send
force was enough to snap the rotten
the tree hurling to the ground.
John suffered major jarring and bruising of his internal
organs as a result of the fall, but lots of factors came
into play that day to prevent a more disastrous outcome…
where he was strapped in above a bend in the tree…
the way the tree fell…the proper equipment and, yes,
probably some divine intervention. As Weaver Arborist
positioning saddles are not for fall arrest, it was the
flip line that caught John when the tree landed,
preventing him from hitting the ground. However,
Mark Hochstetler, owner of Kidron Tree Service, LLC
believes it was the wide back on the Weaver Arborist
positioning saddle that prevented John’s injuries from
being far worse. He is also grateful the D rings that the
flip line was attached to performed properly.

John Mast climbing
in Weaver Arborist
positioning saddle
shown above

“We feel that if he had a lesser quality saddle,
his injuries would have been far greater. Climber
safety and top quality climbing gear are very
important no matter what the cost.”
“Our employee fell about 35 feet into his Weaver Arborist positioning saddle,
stopping three feet from the ground. He was face up as he fell, with his back
toward the ground. He did have some internal injuries but amazingly no broken
back or other bones. We feel that if he had a lesser quality saddle, his injuries
would have been far greater. Climber safety and top quality climbing gear are
very important no matter what the cost,” commented Hochstetler.
At Weaver Arborist, we care about our customers. That’s why we are
committed to bringing you the safest products that adhere to strict industry
standards. John Mast’s experience, although terrifying, is a true testament
to the pride and care we take in protecting arborists everywhere with only
the highest quality products. Thank you, John and Mark, for sharing your
experience with us and your fellow arborists.

